Trash Cans
A traditionally designed aesthetically pleasing trash can. Glasdon Jubilee offers exceptional features. A hidden lift and lock mechanism engages in a 3 point interlocking slam shut door. The unique ribbed design deters fly-posting and graffiti.

**Unique Locking Mechanism with a 3 Point Interlocking Door**
- Glasdon Jubilee trash can is easy to use, with a slam lock operation.
- A unique lift and lock mechanism engages the door with the trash can body at three separate points to provide a highly secure, vandal resistant locking system.
- The door rises and self returns to the locked position, therefore will not accidentally fall open after the operator closes it.
- Locks are corrosion-free as they do not incorporate any metal components.
Deters Fly-Posting and Graffiti
- Integrially molded ridges discourage the adherence of posters and graffiti.
- The ridges will allow air and water to get behind the poster and compromise the adhesive, should a poster be attached to the trash can.

Durable Construction
The Glasdon Jubilee trash can is manufactured in self-colored Durapol™ material. Durapol is weather and vandal resistant, will not chip or rust and never needs painting.

Emptying
1. Turn key
2. Lift the door
3. Swing open to remove liner then slam shut to lock.

2 standard colors available
- Standard colors are recyclable after the trash can’s usable life.
- Other non-standard colors are also available.

Graphic Options
Choice of Gold or Silver Trash-it Graphics x 4 (one for each side).

Recessed Lifting Handle
The recessed lifting handle is at an operator friendly height and is suitable for use with a gloved hand. To open simply turn the key and use the recessed lifting handle to lift the door.

Fixing Options
- Internal concrete ballast.
- Ground-Lock™ System.
- Ground Fixing Bolts.
- Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth).

Materials
Body & door: Durapol.
Metal liner: Mild steel.
Molded plastic liner: Polyethylene.

Dimensions
Container volume: 34 gallons
Liner capacity: 29 gallons
Height: 46”
Width: 24”
Depth: 22”
Weight: 57lbs

Colors
Standard colors: Black (100% Recycled Material), Gray.
Non standard colors: Millstone, Dark Blue, Deep Green.
Design Features

1. Concealed knuckle hinge
   Strong and durable with a flush external finish.

2. Extremely robust double skinned door
   • The vandal resistant door molding is exceptionally strong and robust.
   • The large door-opening design allows easy access to the liner and ground fixings.
   • Contains no metal components, so will not rust.

3. 29 Gallon Steel or Molded Plastic Liner
   The large capacity liner reduces the need for frequent emptying, and incorporates operator friendly handles for ease of use.

4. Domed Hood
   Strong and robust to prevent trash being placed on the top of the trash can and to deter rain pooling.

5. Chamfered Apertures with Extended Ledges
   • The aperture shelves are chamfered to prevent trash being left on the container surfaces and falling onto the surrounding area.
   • The aperture ledges extend over the liner, which ensures trash always enters the liner and prevents spillage between the liner and the trash can.
6. Banding Recess (x2)
- Gold or Silver decorative bands add to the attractive appearance of the trash can and allow for coordination with existing street furniture.
- Recessed to prevent vandalism.

7. Recessed Traditional Trash Legend (x4)
- Easily identifiable, with a traditional appearance.
- Recessed to prevent vandalism.

8. Removable Base Tray
Enables easy cleaning and prevents leakage and staining around the trash can. (Also hides the bait box area when required for pest control.)

Optional Extras

Domed Ashtray
A large capacity hood mounted ashtray, with the unique Glasdon Quick-Release™ emptying mechanism.

Domed Textured Stubber Plate
Offers a solution to cigarette waste and protects the hood of the trash can.

Neopolitan™ Trash Can

Featuring the Glasdon keyless locking system providing high security and easy emptying without the need for a key.

Fixing Options
- Internal Concrete Ballast.
- Ground-Lock System.
- Ground Fixing Bolts.
- Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth).
- Flush Ground Fixing.

Materials
Body & base: Durapol.
Metal liner: Zinc-coated steel.

Dimensions
Container volume: 32 gallons
Liner capacity: 26 gallons
Height: 41”
Diameter: 24”
Weight: 42lbs

Colors
Millstone, Sandstone, Black (produced using Recycled Material).
Everglade™ Trash Cans

NEW

Everglade trash can is a heavy-duty, low maintenance unit, manufactured from ¼ inch thick Armortec™ coated steel, which offers outstanding strength and a long service life. Everglade is available as a 22 gallon or 36 gallon capacity unit, making it ideal for many outdoor locations.

Design Features

- Optional bag holder system
- Reinforced base provides exceptional strength and vandal resistance
Everglade features a large open top design, which allows for the quick and easy disposal of trash. Everglade offers the choice of a bag holder system, a 100% recycled black Durapol liner (22G or 36G capacity) or a metal liner (22G capacity only). The liners come with the option of a stainless steel liner lock to provide extra security. The bag holder system neatly holds the bag in position within the trash can.

Tulip style Everglade can hold up to 36 gallons of trash, minimising the need for frequent emptying.

Fixing Options
- Concrete Foundation Fixing Bolts.
- Paving Fixing Kit.
- Concrete-in Anchor (Adjustable Depth).
- Ground-Lock System.

Materials
- Container body: Armortec Coated Mild Steel.
- Liner: Recycled Durapol (22G & 36G).
  - Zinc Coated Steel (22G).
- Fixings: Stainless Steel.

Color
- 36G Model: Black.
  (Other colors can be supplied, subject to a minimum order quantity.)

Dimensions
- **22G Model**
  - Capacity: 22 gallons
  - Height: 32”
  - Base diameter: 19”
  - Weight without liner: 79lbs
  - Weight with liner: 90lbs
- **36G Model**
  - Capacity: 36 gallons
  - Height: 32”
  - Base diameter: 28”
  - Weight without liner: 93lbs
  - Weight with liner: 102lbs
Topsy Jubilee™ Trash Can

Topsy Jubilee is a traditional style trash container, manufactured in Durapol material with a smart textured finish. The trash can is available with ‘Trash’ lettering and bands in gold.

Wide apertures
The trash can apertures are wide enough to accept 12” pizza boxes and other fast food packaging.

Operator friendly
When emptying, a full liner can be easily removed by lifting it only nine inches from the base.

Reduced emptying frequency
Topsy Jubilee’s 33 gallon overall capacity can reduce emptying frequency. This helps increase efficiency and improve operational cost control.

Optional Extras
- Cigarette stubber plate.
- Hood mounted ashtray.
- Firexpire™ fire extinguishing device.

Topsy Royale™ Trash Can

The circular design of Topsy Royale creates a robust structure and provides ease of pedestrian flow when located in busy areas.

Fixing Options
- Internal Concrete Ballast.
- Ground-Lock System.
- Ground Fixing Bolts.
- Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth).
- Flush Ground Fixing.

Dimensions
- Container volume: 33 gallons
- Liner capacity: 29 gallons
- Height: 43”
- Maximum diameter: 22”
- Weight: 38lbs

Colors
- Standard color: Black (produced using recycled material).
- Non standard colors: Jubilee Maroon, Jubilee Green, Deep Green.

Optional Extras
- Cigarette stubber plate.
- Hood mounted ashtray.
- Firexpire™ fire extinguishing device.
Nexus 64G Trash Can

Nexus 64G trash housing is ideal for waste collection in areas where a high volume of trash is created. The large, full-length door provides optimum access, easing the process of emptying.

**Materials**
- Container body & door: Durapol.
- Molded plastic liner: Polyethylene.
- Bag holder system: Stainless steel.
- Wheeled container: High-density Polyethylene.

**Dimensions**
- Capacity with bag holder systems: 64 gallons
- Capacity with twin poly liners: 52 gallons
- Capacity with wheeled container: 32 gallons
- Height: 55”
- Width: 26”
- Depth: 27”
- Weight: 77lbs (without liner)

**Color**
- Black.

---

Nexus 96G Trash Can

Nexus 96G combines contemporary style with robust construction and will house a 64 gal or 96 gal wheeled container. Ideal for parks, recycling centers, parking lots and downtown areas.

**Materials**
- Trash Can Body & door: Durapol

**Dimensions**
- Capacity: 96 gallons
- Capacity with wheeled container: 96 gallons or 64 gallons
- Height: 59”
- Width: 32”
- Depth: 42”
- Door: 24lbs

**Color**
- Black.
Sherwood™ Trash Can

Sherwood trash can is manufactured from Everwood™ material, a unique, realistic wood grain polymer. Everwood material is vandal and weather resistant, it will not rot, warp or crack.

Fixing Options
- Concrete Foundation Fixing Bolts.
- Ground-Lock System.
- Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth).
- External Ballast Kit.

Material
Everwood.

Dimensions
Container volume: 20 gallons
Liner capacity: 17 gallons
Diameter: 22”

Open Top Model
Height: 28”
Weight: 30lbs (with steel liner)

Hooded Model
Height: 37”
Weight: 36lbs (with steel liner)

Colors
Light Oak, Dark Oak.

Topsy™ Trash Can

Purpose-designed for easy emptying without the need for strenuous lifting. The whole body lifts off the base, the liner then requires only a short lift.

Fixing Options
- Internal Concrete Ballast.
- Ground Fixing Bolts.
- Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth).
- Flush Ground Fixing.
- Ground-Lock System.

Materials
Body: Durapol.
Metal liner: Zinc-coated steel.
Molded plastic liner: Polyethylene.

Dimensions
Container volume: 29 gallons
Liner capacity: 24 gallons
Height: 39”
Diameter: 22”
Weight: 33lbs (with steel liner) 29lbs (with plastic liner)

Colors
Standard colors: Red, Dark Blue, Light Green, Black.
Other colors can be supplied, subject to a minimum order quantity.
Community holds up to 34 gallons of trash, reducing the need for frequent emptying.

**Fixing Options**
- Internal Concrete Ballast.
- Ground-Lock System.
- Ground Fixing Bolts.
- Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth).
- Flush Ground Fixing.

**Materials**
- Body: Durapol.
- Metal liner: Zinc-coated steel.

**Dimensions**
- Container volume: 34 gallons
- Liner capacity: 29 gallons
- Diameter: 20"
- Weight: 34lbs

**Colors**
- Standard colors: Millstone, Sandstone, Black (produced using Recycled Material).
- Non standard colors: Red, Yellow, Light Blue, Dark Blue, Light Green, Deep Green, Light Gray.

---

Glasdon Orbit bag holder is highly robust, with a strong bag holder unit which securely holds the bag neatly in position. Glasdon Orbit is manufactured in Durapol vandal resistant material.

**Fixing Options**
- Post mounting kit (post not included).
- Wall mounting kit.
- Surface mounted post.
- Freestanding post.

**Materials**
- Body & lid: Durapol.

**Dimensions**
- Capacity: 29 gallons (depending on bag size)
- Height (without lid): 5"
- Height (with lid): 7"
- Diameter: 16"
- Overall depth: 18"
- Weight: 5lbs (with lid)

**Colors**
- Black (100% Recycled Material), Gray.

---

Also available as a recycling container

Black color is produced using 100% recycled material.
Combo Delta™ Trash Can

Combo Delta is a 37 gallon capacity, easy to use funnel trash can with a large aperture hood for weather protection.

Fixing Options
- Ground Fixing Bolts.
- Internal Sand Ballast 55lbs or 110lbs.

Materials
Bin Body & door: Durapol.
Bag holder system: Stainless steel.

Dimensions
Capacity: 37 gallons
Height: 61”
Aperture Height: 21”
Width: 19”
Depth: 25”
Weight: 46lbs

Colors
Red, Light Gray, Black
Produced using Recycled Material.
Available as any single color, or two color combination. (Other colors can be supplied, subject to a minimum order quantity.)

Admiral™ Trash Can

A stylish, open-topped trash can with a smart textured finish.

Fixing Options
- Internal Concrete Ballast.
- Ground-Lock System.
- Ground Fixing Bolts.
- Concrete-in Anchor (adjustable depth).
- Flush Ground Fixing.

Materials
Body: Durapol.
Metal liner: Zinc-coated steel.

Dimensions
Liner capacity: 23 gallons
Height: 30”
Diameter: 19”
Weight: 21lbs

Colors
Black, Gray.

Personalization

Most products featured in this flyer can be personalized with your organization’s name, logo or message as an optional extra.

Please call to discuss your requirements today.

How to order

Sales Inquiries: 1-855-USGLASDON

Glasdon, Inc.
5200D Anthony Road
Sandston
VA 23150

Sales Inquiries: 1-855-USGLASDON
General Inquiries: 804-726-3777
Fax: 804-726-3778
E-mail: info@glasdon.com
Website: www.glasdon.com

Glasdon Group Limited is an equal opportunities employer.
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